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Closed disrete subsets of separablespaes and relative versions of normality,ountable paraompatness and property (a)Samuel Gomes da SilvaAbstrat. In this paper we show that a separable spae annot inlude loseddisrete subsets whih have the ardinality of the ontinuum and satisfy rela-tive versions of any of the following topologial properties: normality, ountableparaompatness and property (a). It follows that it is onsistent that losed dis-rete subsets of a separable spae X whih are also relatively normal (relativelyountably paraompat, relatively (a)) in X are neessarily ountable. Thereare, however, onsistent examples of separable spaes with unountable loseddisrete subsets under the desribed relative topologial requirements, and there-fore the existene of suh unountable sets is undeidable within ZFC. We alsoinvestigate what are the outomes of onsidering the set-theoretial hypothesis\2! < 2!1" within our disussion and onlude by giving some notes and posingsome questions.Keywords: relative normality, relative ountable paraompatness, relative prop-erty (a), losed disrete subsets, separable spaesClassi�ation: Primary 54D20, 54A25, 54A35; Seondary 54B05, 54D45, 03E551. Preliminaries and introdutionThroughout this paper, all spaes are assumed to be T1 topologial spaes.It is well-known that separable spaes whih satisfy P , for any property P 2fnormality, ountable paraompatness, property (a)g, annot inlude losed dis-rete subsets of size  (resp. [10℄, [7℄, [12℄) and, moreover, 2! < 2!1 suÆes toshow that separable normal spaes annot inlude unountable losed disretesubsets. By previous results due to Watson and the author (resp. [21℄, [18℄), forseparable spaes whih are either (i) ountably paraompat; or (ii) loally om-pat (a)-spaes, the existene of unountable losed disrete subsets implies theexistene of small dominating families in the families of funtions from !1 into !(and therefore the existene of suh subsets is related to large ardinals, as wewill reall later). The questions whether 2! < 2!1 alone implies ountable extentThe author's researh was supported by post-do grant CAPES Foundation, Ministry ofEduation of Brazil, Pro. 5603/09-9.



436 S.G. da Silvafor separable ountably paraompat spaes, or for separable (a)-spaes, are stillopen (resp. [16℄, [18℄)1.By writing the papers [20℄ and [17℄, the author initiated a searh for \relativeversions" of some of these results and questions, and for many others related. Theresearh on relative topologial properties was introdued by Arhangel'skii in thelate 80's (see [1℄, [2℄), and sine then this programme has been widely detahed(see e.g. [3℄, [6℄, [8℄, [11℄, [13℄ and [22℄).In the author's quoted papers, it is shown that: (i) the existene of unount-able losed disrete subsets whih are also relatively ountably paraompat in aseparable spae implies the existene of small dominating families in !1! ([20℄);and (ii) the analogous result for unountable losed disrete subsets whih arealso relatively (a) and relatively loally ompat in a separable spae ([17℄).These results provide set-theoretial restritions on the existene of suh sub-sets, beause of the well-known relationships between small dominating familiesand large ardinals. We reall here these relationships briey.The mod ountable order in the family of funtions from !1 into ! is de�nedas follows: for f , g 2 !1! we have f 6� g if the set f� < !1 : g(�) < f(�)g isountable.D � !1! is a dominating family in the mod ountable order if it is o�nal,meaning that (8f 2 !1!)(9g 2 D)[f 6� g℄. It is well-known that f(h!1!;6�i) =f(h!1!;6i), where f 6 g means f(�) 6 g(�) for every � < !1 (see [5℄).Jeh and Prikry [9℄, using Dodd and Jensen's results on the ore model , showedthat \2! < 2!1" + \2! regular" + \There is a dominating family in h!1!;6�i ofardinality 2!" implies that \There is an inner model with a measurable ardinal".They also showed that there an be no dominating family of size less than 2!1 inh!1!;6�i if either 2! is a real-valued measurable ardinal or if 2! < minf2!1 ;�!1g.In this paper, the expression \small dominating family" is always an abbrevi-ation for \dominating family of funtions in h!1!;6i with ardinality not largerthan the ontinuum".With the results of Jeh and Prikry in mind, the referred theorems from [17℄,[18℄, [20℄ and [21℄ provide the following set-theoretial restritions on the existeneof ertain unountable subsets of separable spaes:Proposition 1.1. Suppose \f(2!) = 2! < 2!1" and \There are no inner modelswith measurable ardinals". Then, the following statements hold:(i) separable ountably paraompat spaes have ountable extent;(ii) loally ompat separable (a)-spaes have ountable extent;(iii) losed disrete subsets whih are also relatively ountably paraompatin separable spaes are ountable sets;(iv) losed disrete subsets whih are also relatively (a) in loally ompatseparable spaes are ountable sets;1Reall that the extent of a topologial spae X, e(X), is the supremum of the ardinalitiesof all losed disrete subsets of X, provided this is an in�nite ardinal, or is ! otherwise. So,\ountable extent" is a short for \non-existene of unountable losed disrete subsets".



Closed disrete subsets and relative versions 437(v) losed disrete subsets whih are also relatively (a) and relatively loallyompat in separable spaes are ountable sets. �We keep on investigating restritions on the existene of unountable loseddisrete subsets of separable spaes satisfying relative versions of the three prop-erties of our interest by showing that, for those with ardinalities not smaller thanthe ontinuum, there are absolute restritions.These are the relative topologial properties we are onsidering in this paper:De�nition 1.2. Let X be a topologial spae and Y � X .(i) ([1℄) Y is normal in X (or is relatively normal in X) if for every pair F , Gof losed disjoint subsets of X there is pair U , V of open disjoint subsetsof X suh that F \ Y � U and G \ Y � V .(ii) ([1℄, [20℄) Y is (ountably) paraompat in X (or is relatively (ountably)paraompat in X) if for every (ountable) open over U of X there is afamily V of open subsets of X suh that V is loally �nite at eah pointof Y (that is, for every y 2 Y there is a set Uy suh that y 2 Uy, Uy is anopen subset of X and fV 2 V : V \ Uy 6= ;g is a �nite set), V re�nes U(that is, for every V 2 V there is U 2 U suh that V � U) and Y � SV .(iii) ([13℄) Y has property (a) in X (or is relatively (a) in X) if for every openover U of X and every dense set D � X there is C � D suh that C is alosed and disrete subset of X and Y � St(C;U) := SfU 2 U : U \C 6=;g.(iv) ([1℄, [22℄) Y is ompat in X (or is relatively ompat in X) if every openover U of X has a �nite subfamily V suh that Y � SV .(v) ([1℄, [22℄) Y is loally ompat in X (or is relatively loally ompat in X)if for every y 2 Y there is a set Uy suh that Uy is a neighbourhood of yin X and Uy is ompat in X .Clearly, Y is normal in X if and only if for every pair F , G of losed disjointsubsets of X there is an open set U suh that F \ Y � U and G \ Y � X n U .Let us desribe the organization of this paper. In Setions 2, 3 and 4 we provethe entral theorems, those whih delare that losed disrete subsets of size of separable spaes annot satisfy relative versions of, respetively, normality,ountable paraompatness and property (a). We also establish, in eah setion,the independeny (with respet to ZFC) of the existene of unountable subsetsos separable spaes whih satisfy the desired relative topologial requirements. InSetion 5, we give some notes and questions.We lose this preliminary disussion by showing that the existene of unount-able sets whih are losed disrete subsets of separable spaes and satisfy relativeversions of all of our three topologial properties is onsistent with ZFC. For this,we will use lassial examples from Set Theoreti Topology: spaes from almostdisjoint families, the so-alled 	-spaes .A family A of in�nite subsets of ! is said to be an almost disjoint family (ora.d. family) if every pair of distint elements of A has �nite intersetion. For



438 S.G. da Silvaevery almost disjoint family A we may onsider a topologial spae 	(A), whoseunderlying set is given by A [ !. The points in ! are delared isolated andthe basi neighbourhoods of a point A 2 A are given by the sets of the formfAg [ (A n F ), for F varying over the �nite subsets of !. One easily heks that! is a dense set of isolated points and A is a losed and disrete subset of 	(A).The spae 	(A) is a Hausdor� zero-dimensional (thus, ompletely regular) �rst-ountable loally ompat separable spae, and, in fat, it is well-known that ifX is a Hausdor� �rst-ountable loally ompat separable spae suh that thederived set X 0 is non-empty and disrete, then there is an a.d. family A suh thatX and 	(A) are homeomorphi (see [19, Proposition 1.1℄).In [19℄, the author surveyed and presented a number of results related to thepresene of normality, ountable paraompatness and property (a) in spaesfrom almost disjoint families. The reader may �nd in the referred paper all thereferenes for the original works (due to Bing, Heath, Tall, Szeptyki, Vaughan,among others) that ensure the validity of the following statement:Proposition 1.3. If jAj < p, then 	(A) satis�es P for any property P 2fnormality, ountable paraompatness, property (a)g. �In the preeding proposition, p denotes the minimal ardinality of a family F ofin�nite subsets of ! whih satis�es the strong �nite intersetion property (meaningthat every non-empty �nite subfamily has in�nite intersetion) and has no in�nitepseudo-intersetion (meaning that there is no in�nite A � ! suh that A n F is�nite for all F 2 F). It is well-known that p = m�-entered, i.e., p is the leastardinal for whih the Martin's Axiom restrited to �-entered p.o.'s fails ([4℄). So,the onsistent statement \!1 < p = " is, in fat, equivalent to MA�-entered+:CH.	-spaes will be very useful for our intents beause it is straightforward towrite down a proof for the followingTheorem 1.4. Let A be an a.d. family of subsets of ! and let 	(A) be theorresponding 	-spae. Then we have	(A) satis�es P () A satis�es relative P in 	(A)for any property P 2 fnormality, ountable paraompatness, property (a)g. �From the two preeding results, we dedue that models of !1 < p =  give usthe following:Proposition 1.5. The statement\for every !1 6 � < , there is a separable spae with an unountable loseddisrete subset of size � whih satis�es relative P for any P 2 fnormality, ount-able paraompatness, property (a)g"is onsistent with ZFC + :CH. �



Closed disrete subsets and relative versions 4392. On relative normalityWe proeed as in the original Jones' Lemma ([10℄).Theorem 2.1 (Relative version of Jones' Lemma). If X is a topologial spae,D � X is a dense set and H � X is a losed disrete subset whih is also relativelynormal in X , then 2jHj 6 2jDj.Proof: Subsets of a losed disrete subset of X are losed (and disrete) subsetsof X . As the losed disrete subset H is supposed to be relatively normal, forevery A � H we an �x an open set UA suh that A � UA and H nA � X n UA.Exatly as in the proof of the original Jones' Lemma, we an de�ne a funtion' : P(H) ! P(D) by putting '(A) = UA \ D for all A � H , and it is easy tohek that ' is an injetive funtion. �In the separable ase, we have that if H � X is losed disrete and relativelynormal then jH j < 2jHj 6 2!, so the following orollary holds:Corollary 2.2. Separable spaes annot inlude losed disrete subsets whihare also relatively normal in X and have the ardinality of the ontinuum.It follows that in models of CH relatively normal losed disrete subsets ofseparable spaes are neessarily ountable. Together with Proposition 1.5, thisensures that the existene of unountable losed disrete subsets of separablespaes satisfying relative normality is undeidable within ZFC.And, beause of the inequality 2jHj 6 2jDj, we are able to say a little more.Reall that the density of X , d(X), is the smallest ardinality of a dense subsetof X , provided this is an in�nite ardinal, or is ! otherwise.Corollary 2.3. Let X be a topologial spae and � = d(X). If 2� < 2�+ then Xannot inlude losed and disrete subsets whih are relatively normal in X andhave ardinality �+. �In partiular, if 2! < 2!1 then separable spaes annot inlude unountablelosed disrete subsets whih are also relatively normal in them.3. On relative ountable paraompatnessThe following is an adaptation of arguments from [7℄, [20℄ and [21℄. It may beseen, also, as a diagonal argument.Theorem 3.1. Separable spaes annot inlude losed and disrete subsets whihare also relatively ountably paraompat in X and have the ardinality of theontinuum.Proof: Let H be a losed disrete subset of X with the ardinality of the on-tinuum and suppose D is a ountable dense subset of X . (2!)! = 2!, so we anuse H as an index set for the family of all the sequenes of subsets of D whihare loally �nite at eah point of H . Let fGx : x 2 Hg be suh a family, and forevery x 2 H let Gx = hGx;n : n < !i.



440 S.G. da SilvaDe�ne a funtion f : H ! ! suh that, for every x 2 H ,f(x) = minfn : x =2 Gx;ng:By the loal �niteness of the Gx's, f is well de�ned. For every n < ! letHn = f�1(n). Then fHn : n < !g is a partition of H . Consider the ountableopen over of X given by U = fX n (H nHn) : n < !g:We laim that for any family of open sets V whih re�nes U and is loally �niteat eah point of H we have H 6� SV , and this learly suÆes for us.Let V be as in the preeding paragraph. For every n < ! let Sn = St(Hn;V)\D.Then S = hSn : n < !i is a sequene of subsets of D whih is loally �nite ateah point of H , and therefore there is z 2 H suh that S = Gz .Suppose for a ontradition that z 2 SV . If m = f(z) then we have z 2 Hmand therefore z 2 St(Hm;V) � St(Hm;V) = St(Hm;V) \D = Gz;mbut this is an absurd, beause x =2 Gx;f(x) for every x 2 H .Thus H 6� SV , as desired. �It follows that in models of CH relatively ountably paraompat losed dis-rete subsets of separable spaes are neessarily ountable. Together with Propo-sition 1.5, this ensures that the existene of unountable losed disrete subsetsof separable spaes satisfying relative ountable paraompatness is undeidablewithin ZFC.4. On relative property (a)The following is an adaptation of arguments from [12℄ and [18℄. We have akind of diagonal argument again.Theorem 4.1 (Relative version of Matveev's (a)-Jones' Lemma). Separablespaes annot inlude losed and disrete subsets whih are also relatively (a)in X and have the ardinality of the ontinuum.Proof: Let H be a losed disrete subset of X with the ardinality of the ontin-uum and let D be a ountable dense subset of X . As jH j > jDj we may supposewithout loss of generality that H and D are disjoint sets. We are allowed to useH to index the family of all losed disrete subsets of D, so let fGx : x 2 Hg besuh a family.For every x 2 X let Ux be the open neighbourhood of x given by Ux = X n((H n fxg) [Gx) and onsider the open over of X given byU = fX nHg [ fUx : x 2 Hg:Notie that, for all x 2 X , we have



Closed disrete subsets and relative versions 441(1) Ux \H = fxg and(2) Ux \Gx = ;,and notie that for every x 2 H the open set Ux is the only element of U whihontains x.We laim that U witnesses that H is not relatively (a) in X . Indeed: let C � Dbe an arbitrary losed disrete subset of D. There is z 2 H suh that C = Gz , andtherefore Uz \ C = ;, by (2). By the uniqueness property already remarked, wehave z =2 St(C;U) and it follows that H 6� St(C;U). As C was hosen arbitrarily,H is not relatively (a) in X . �It follows that in models of CH, relatively (a) losed disrete subsets of separa-ble spaes are neessarily ountable. Together with Proposition 1.5, this ensuresthat the existene of unountable losed disrete subsets of separable spaes sat-isfying relative property (a) is undeidable within ZFC.5. Notes and questionsWith the bakground presented within this paper and in all referred previousones, it is natural to formulate \relative versions" of several questions formerlyposed in the literature.Towards to this aim, we �rst ask the reader to notie that, with easy adapta-tions of the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 4.1, one has the following general result:Proposition 5.1. If X is a topologial spae and � = d(X), then X annot in-lude losed disrete subsets whih have ardinality 2� and satisfy relative versionsof any among normality and property (a). �However, a result analogous to Corollary 2.3 for relatively (a), losed disretesubsets, was never established. So, it is very natural to present the followingquestion, whih ould be seen as a \relative version" of Question 3.1 of [18℄.Question 5.2. Let X be a topologial spae and � = d(X). Does 2� < 2�+imply that X annot inlude losed disrete subsets whih are relatively (a) in Xand have ardinality �+ ?In the separable ase, what we are asking is if 2! < 2!1 suÆes to show thatrelatively (a) losed disrete subsets of separable spaes are ountable sets. Wereall that, for loally ompat separable spaes, this question is related to largeardinals (as we already remarked in Proposition 1.1).Before asking some analogous question for relative ountable paraompatness,we have to point out that the situation in this ase is muh more subtle. We haveremarked that Watson's result of [21℄ ensures that the existene of a separableountably paraompat spae with an unountable losed disrete subset impliesthe existene of small dominating families. However, Watson has shown more:these statements are, in fat, equivalent ([21, Theorem 2, p. 840℄). Therefore, theexistene of suh spaes is diretly related to large ardinal axioms.



442 S.G. da SilvaAnd as, obviously, any subset of a ountably paraompat spaeX is ountablyparaompat in X , it follows from Watson's result and from the author's Theorem5.4 of [20℄ that the following interesting statement holds, bringing a \large ardinalrelated situation" to the realm of relative topologial properties.Theorem 5.3. The existene of small dominating families is equivalent to theexistene of a separable spae X with an unountable losed disrete subset whihis also relatively ountably paraompat in X . �In [16℄, the author and Morgan asked if 2! < 2!1 alone is suÆient to provethat there are no small dominating families. Notie that this is the same as askingif 2! < 2!1 implies ountable extent for separable ountably paraompat spaes,and it is also the same as asking the following question on relative ountableparaompatness:Question 5.4. Does 2! < 2!1 imply that losed disrete subsets of separablespaes whih are also relatively ountably paraompat in them are, neessarily,ountable ?Related to small dominating families, and as a relative version of Question 5.2of [18℄, we pose the followingQuestion 5.5. Does the existene of small dominating families imply the exis-tene of separable spaes with unountable losed disrete subsets whih are alsorelatively (a) in them ?We also present the following slight variations of the preeding question:Question 5.6. The one obtained by adding \Assume 2! < 2!1" at the beginningof Question 5.5.Question 5.7. The same as Question 5.5, but with \separable spaes" replaedby \loally ompat separable spaes".Question 5.8. The same as Question 5.5, but with \relatively (a)" replaed by\relatively (a) and relatively loally ompat".Finally, we remark that there are some weak parametrized diamond prinipleswhih imply restritions on the validity of relative versions of property (a) andountable paraompatness for unountable losed disrete subsets of separablespaes. The lass of suh ombinatorial \guessing" priniples were introdued byMoore, Hru�s�ak and D�zamonja in [14℄.The weak parametrized diamond priniple �(!;<) orresponds to the followingombinatorial statement:(�) For every funtion F with values in !, de�ned in the binary tree of height !1,there is a funtion g : !1 ! ! suh that g \guesses" every branh of the tree,meaning that for all f 2 !12 the set given by f� < !1 : F (f � �) < g(�)g isstationary. 22We assume the reader is familiar with the notions of lubs and stationary subsets of !1. Inany ase, de�nitions for these notions may be found in your favourite textbook of Set Theory.



Closed disrete subsets and relative versions 443As any other of the similar weak parametrized diamond priniples de�ned in[14℄, �(!;<) implies 2! < 2!1 .If we restrit the validity of (�) to funtions F that are Borel, we obtain theBorel version of the priniple, denoted by }(!;<).With obvious adaptations of the proofs of Propositions 2.1 and 3.1 of [16℄, wehave the following results:Theorem 5.9. �(!;<) implies that losed disrete subsets of separable spaeswhih are also relatively ountably paraompat in them are, neessarily, ount-able sets. �In partiular, �(!;<) implies the non-existene of small dominating families(see also Proposition 4.3 of [16℄).Theorem 5.10. }(!;<) implies that losed disrete subsets of separable spaeswhih are also relatively (a) and relatively loally ompat in them are, neessarily,ountable sets. �We remark that the Borel version }(!;<) is onsistent with 2! = 2!1 ([15℄).It follows that �(!;<) annot be replaed by its Borel version in Theorem 5.9,beause in models of 2! = 2!1 there are, obviously, small dominating families.Finally, we point out that, beause of Theorem 1.4, answers obtained by using	-spaes would take are of both kinds of questions, the \relative ones" (presentedin this paper) and the \absolute ones" (formerly presented).Aknowledgements. The author wishes to aknowledge the anonymous refereefor their areful reading of the paper and for providing a number of useful om-ments and suggestions.The author is grateful to Charles Morgan for several pro�table disussions madeby the time of his visit to Universidade Federal da Bahia at 2008/2009, whenwe initiated the related researh programme of �nding ombinatorial hypothesisunder whih the extents of ertain topologial spaes are restrained by their den-sities. In partiular, Morgan alled the author's attention to weak parametrizeddiamond priniples.This work was done during the postdotoral stay of the author at UNAM,Morelia, Mihoa�an, M�exio, and he would like to thank the members of the In-stituto de Matem�atias (espeially Mihael Hru�s�ak and Salvador Gar��a-Ferreira)for their hospitality. Referenes[1℄ Arhangel'skii A.V., Relative topologial properties and relative topologial spaes, TopologyAppl. 70 (1996), no. 2{3, 87{99.[2℄ Arhangel'skii A.V., Genedi H.M.M., Beginnings of the theory of relative topologial proper-ties, in General Topology. Spaes and Mappings (MGU, Mosow, 1989) 348 (in Russian).[3℄ Arhangel'skii A.V., Relative normality and dense subspaes, Topology Appl. 123 (2002),27{36.[4℄ Bell M.G., On the ombinatorial priniple P (), Fund. Math. 114 (1981), no. 2, 149{157.
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